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The Banknotes of Reza Shah Pahlavi
by. Robert L. Clarke

Editor's Note- This study was published originally in Calcoin
News Summer 1978 and Fall 1978, Vol. 33, Nos. 34. It is being
reprinted here through the courtesy of the author and Virginia
M. Hall, editor. The second installment appears below; the first
appeared in the January:' February 1979 issue. Our thanks go to
Ms. Hall, the author, and the California State Numismatic
Association, publishers of Caleoirz !'erns. for the opportunity to
make this work available to our membership and for furnishing
the illustrations. BRMI

The first installment listed the Iranian banknotes of
Reza Shah Pahlavi in the Small Hat and Large Hat
designs. This article is devoted to those of the Without
Hat design which were issued from S.H. 1315 to 1321
(1936 to 1942). This group is more extensive than the first
two when one considers the numerous overprints showing
their date of issue.

The naming of the designs of Iranian banknotes are
those used in Iran. The Small Hat and Large Hat
designations are obvious from the notes. Actually the
reason for the Without Rat label also is obvious, but why
not call it the Bare Head design? I asked this question
and was told that it.sounded disrespectful. After all, Reza
is known in Iranian history as Reza Shah the Great and
the list of his accomplishments easily qualify him for this
honor.

In present day Iran one hears that Reza was neutral in
the early days of World War H, but in fact he was pro
German. This caused his downfall when the British and

Russians invaded Iran in order to insure a supply route to
Russia for the Western allies. Reza was forced to abdicate
in favor of his son, and was exiled first to the island of
Mauritius in the Indian Ocean , and later to South Africa
where he died of a broken heart. His body now lies in a
Napoleonic-like tomb in Rey, a suburb of Tehran. A trip
to'this tomb is a must for tourists and visiting foreign
dignitaries lay a wreath there in recognition of his
greatness.

We see German signatures on Reza's early notes but
these officials eventually were charged with banking
irregularities and ousted. Reza had had his fill of British
bankers as exemplified by those of the Imperial Bank of
Persia, One result was that his first Without Hat notes
used the. French language on their reverses. Reza,
however, tried to discontinue or play down the Western
influence in his country and we find that the later
Without Hat notes had only Persian language. Although
these notes surely were printed in Great Britain, no
printer's line is found on any Without Het notes.

Without. Hat Design — Dated Farvardin (first Iranian
month) and 1315, 1316 or 1317 (Mar.-Apr. 1936. 1937 or
1938►. Notes may exist which are not listed below.
Features common to all denominations:
Obverse: On right — medallion portrait of Reza Shah,
head and upper torso, in military uniform without hat,
facing left. Denomination shown in each corner in Persian
numerals. Bank Meth Iran in Persian at top with value in
Persian script centered beneth. Date centered beneath
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the script value except on the 20 Rials where the date is in
the lower left field
Signatures of Government Inspector, Abdolhossein
Hazheer, on left and Bank Director, Amir Khosravi, on
right.
Rectangular panel at lower center with penalty clause for
counterfeiting given in Persian script. No printer's line
shown.

Reverse: Bank Melli Iran in French or Persian at the top.
Denomination shown in each corner either in Latin
numbers as rials or in Persian script.
Penalty clause in a rectangle at lower center on French
back notes.
1315 issue with Latin serial numbers and French lettering
on reverse

B-7 obverse
Only note of the Without Hat type with 1315 date, which
is near center of design. Dark box at lower center
contains the counterfeiting penalty clause

B-6 reverse
Caspian farmland scene with Alborz Mountains in
background. Legend in French. Rectangular box at lower
center contains the counterfeiting penalty clause

B-7 10 Dials
Color — Purple with four red serial numbers.
Size — 130 by 70 millimeters
Watermark — Pahlavi Crown in left obverse field
Distinctive features of the design — Obverse, the Shah's
eyes are more closed and his mustache is heavier than on
all later notes cf this design
The date on the obverse is larger than on all later issues.
This is the only note that shows the above features.
Reverse, a view of the Caspian farmland with Alborz
Mountains in the background

Paper Money

1316 Issue with Latin serial numbers and French
lettering on reverse.
All notes are dated Farvardin 1316 in the obverse
designs.
All denominations are known with "SPECIMEN"
perforated therein.

A-8 5 Rials
Color — Brown red with two black serial numbers.
Size — 120 by 63 millimeters.
Watermark — Pahlavi Crown in left obverse field.
Distinctive features of the design — Reverse, tomb of the
biblical prophet, Daniel, located at Shush (Susa). This
note is unreported without the overprint and probably
never was issued except in overprinted form as A-9 below.

B-8 10 Rials
Color — Purple with four red serial numbers.
Size — 130 by 70 millimeters.
Watermark — Pahlavi Crown in left obverse field
Obverse and reverse features as for B-7 except for the
Shah's eyes which are more open and his mustache which
has a closer trim.

C-8 20 Rials
Color — Orange with four black serial numbers.
Size — 140 by 80 millimeters.
Watermark — Pahlavi Crown in left obverse field.
Distinctive features of the design — Obverse, Lion and
Sun with crown in a small medallion with a view of the
ruins of Persepolis beneath. Two Persepolis type columns
topped with two headed bulls, one on either side. Reverse,
railroad bridges climbing through the Alborz Mountains
with a train on the highest bridge.

D-8 50 Rials
Color — Green with four red serial numbers.
Size — 150 by 90 millimeters
Watermark — Pahlavi Crown in left obverse field.
Distinctive features of the design — Obverse, a
representation of the Zoroastrian god, Ahuramazda, in
upper center. Mount Damavand and the Lar River to left.
Reverse, ruins of the palace of Darius at Persepolis. Lion
and Sun with crown medallion to left.
Flower pattern at top and sides.

E-8 100 Rials — One Pahlavi
Color — Brown with four black serial numbers.
Size — 165 by 95 millimeters.
Watermark — Head of Shah in left obverse field.
Distinctive features of the design — Obverse, view of
Bank Melli Iran main branch on Ferdowsi Avenue in
Tehran. Denomination expressed as One Pahlavi in
Persian script beneath the building. Flower patterns to
either side at top. Reverse, sailboat and steamship on the
Caspian Sea. Lion and Sun with crown in a rectangular
medallion to left. Denomination expressed in French as
Un Pahlavi and Cent Rials in center. Bas relief from
Persepolis showing noblemen at top , bottom and right.

G-8 500 Rials has not been reported.

H-81000 rials — Ten Pahlavi
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Color — Green with four red serial numbers.
Size — 197 by 115 millimeters
Watermarks — Head of Shah in left obverse field.
Distinctive features of the design — Obverse, Darius
slaying a mythical monster at top center. Symbolic trees
in violet and orange in center. Denomination expressed as
Ten Pahlavi in Persian script at base of tree. Reverse, a
view of Mount Damavand and the Lar River, farm
buildings in the foreground
Denomination expressed in French as Dix Pahlavi above
mountain and as Mille Rials above penalty box. Leaf and
flower pattern around the borders.
This note is unreported without reverse overprint and
probably was never issued except in overprinted form as
H-9 to 12 below.
1316 Issue with Latin serial numbers and French
lettering on reverse.
A printed overprint, eliptical in shape and in the
approximate color of the note, has been placed near the
center on the reverse. This overprint shows King Darius
conquering the mythical monster, with sprays of leaves
on either side. The date of issue, 17/5/15 (15 Mordad
1317), is at the base of the overprint and the Persian scrip
above reads, "Released and put in circulation". All notes
are identical to those of the 8th Series except for the
printed overprint.

A-9 obverse
1316 date shows in center of note. Latin serial numbers.
Counterfeiting penalty clause in dark box at lower center.

A-9 reverse
Printed overprint reads "Released and put in circulation
17/5/15". (Date is read from right to left as Mordad 1317.)
Legend in French. Counterfeiting penalty clause in dark
box at lower center.

A-9 5 Rials

B-9 10 Rials
C-9 20 Rials
D-9 50 Rials
E-9 100 Rials
G-9 500 Rials has not been reported.

H-9 obverse
1316 date shows in lower center above Persian legend
which reads "Ten Pahlavis" (the gold coins of Iran). Latin
serial numbers, Persian legends. Counterfeiting penalty
clause in dark box at lower center below the Pahlavi
value.

H-9 reverse
View of Mr. Damavand obscured by printed overprint
wich reads "Released and Put in Circulation 17/5/15".
(Date is read from right to left as 15 Mordad 1317.)
Counterfeiting penalty clause in dark box at lower center.

H-9 1000 Rials

1316 Issue with Latin serial numbers and French
lettering on the reverse.
A rubber stamped overprint, somewhat eliptical in shape
and in various colors, has been placed near the center on
the reverse. This overprint is similar to the previous one
but has a four digit date beneath King Darius and the
monster. The sprays of leaves are tied with a ribbon at
the bottom, and the Persian script at top reads "Put in
circulation". This overprint has been found only on six
different banknotes dated 1316, but others with rubber
stamps dated 1319, 1320 and 1321 may have been issued.
As on earlier issues the date Farvardin 1316 appears in
the obverse design.

B-1010 Rials with purple overprint dated 1319.
Identical to B-8 with the overprint added.
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C-10 20 Rials with orange overprint dated 1319.
Identical to C-8 with overprint added.

C-11 obverse
Ruins of Persepolis in center. 1316 date in lower left field.
Latin serial numbers. Counterfeiting penalty clause in
dark box at lower center.

C-11 reverse
Railway bridges and train climbing through the Alborz
Mountains between Teheran and the Caspian seacoast.
Legend is French but rubberstamped overprinted reads
"Put in Use 1320", indicating the note was remnant of
the 1316 printing issued some three years late.
Counterfeiting penalty clause in dark box at lower center.

C-1120 Rials with purple overprint dated 1320.
Identical to C-8 with overprint added.
E-11 100 Rials — One Pahlavi with purple overprint dated
1320.
Identical to E-8 with the added overprint.
H-11 1000 Rials -- Ten Pahlavi with red overprint dated
1320
H-12 1000 Rials — Ten Pahlavi with red overprint dated
1321.
Identical to H-8 with the added overprint.
The form and colors of the overprints on the 10, 11, and
12 series notes suggest that the notes were remainders
which were overprinted at later dates while the 1317
dated notes were being stamped.
1317 Issue with Latin numbers on obverse and Persian
lettering on reverse.
Penalty clause on obverse only. No overprints. Colors and
designs as for 1316 issues. All notes are dated 1317 in the
obverse designs.
A 500 Rial note has been added.
A-13 5 Rials has not been recorded.

Paper Money

B-13 10 Rials has not been recorded.
C-13 20 Rials
Similar to C-8 except for date and change of language on
reverse.
The plate sizes are slightly larger than those of all other
20 rials of this design: Obverse is 134 by 73 millimeters
and the reverse is 130 by 67 millimeters.
D-13 50 Rials
Similar to D-8 except for date and change of language of
the reverse.
E-13 100 Rials — One Pahlavi
Similar to E-8 except for date and change of language on
the reverse.
G-13 500 Rials — Five Pahlavi
Color — Blue with four red serial numbers.
Size — 175 by 105 millimeters.
Watermark — Head of Shah in left obverse field.
Distinctive features of the design — Obverse, Lion and
Sun with Pahlavi crown in a center medallion. An
Achaemenian Persian warrior with staff on either side.
Denomination expressed as Five Pahlavi in Persian script
beneath the center medallion Reverse, Tomb of Cyrus
the Great. Denomination expressed as Five Pahlavi in
Persian script at lower center. Leaf and flower pattern
around the borders.
H-13 1000 Rials — Ten Pahlavi
Similar to H-8 except for date and change of language on
reverse.
1317 Issue with Persian serial numbers in obverse and
Persian lettering on reverse.
Penalty clause on obverse only. No overprints. Colors,
sizes and designs as for 1316 issues. All numerals and
legends are in Persian. The date 1317 is part of the
obverse design.
A-14 5 Rials
Similar to A-8 except as noted above.
B-14 10 Rials
Similar to B-8 except as noted above.
C-14 20 Rials
Similar to C-13 except as noted above.
D-14 50 Rials
Similar to D-13 except as noted above.
E-14 100 Rials — One Pahlavi
Similar to E-13 except as noted above.

G-14 500 Rials — Five Pahlavi
Similar to G-13 except as noted above.

H-14 1000 Rials — Ten Pahlavi
Similar to H-13 except as noted above. This note is
recorded only perforted "SPECIMEN".

J-14 10000 Rials — Hundred Pahlavi
Color — Purple with an aurora of yellow around the
Shah's head.
Size — Unknown as only a color photo has been seen.
Watermark — Head of Shah in right obverse field.
Distinctive features of the design — Obverse, Chehel
Sotun Palace at Isfahan to left of the Shah's portrait and
the ruins of Persepolis to the right. Reverse, a famous
stone bridge, the Allah Verdi Khan, over the
Zayandebrud River at Isfahan. This bridge, built by Shah
Abbas in the 16th century, is still used by modern motor
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traffic as a main crossing. This note is known in specimen
form only and probably never was issued.
Specimen notes of this issue (A to J-14) have the word
"SPECIMEN" perforated in the field. Notes of this
series, that is without overprint, are scarce for
denominations above 20 rials. These notes are believed to
have been printed in England but the printer is unknown
to this writer.
1317 Issue with Persian serial numbers on obverse and
Persian lettering on reverse plus a rubber stamp
overprint in various colors on reverse near the center.
This overprint usually is identical to the rubber stamp
overprint found on the 1316 issues and reads, "Put in
circulation", at the top. The four digit date is found
beneath King Darius and the monster. Colors sizes and
designs are the same as for the previous 14 series. All
denominations have the date Farvardin 1317 shown in
the obverse designs.
A-15a 5 Rials with red-orange or purple overprint dated
1319
Identical to A14 with the overprint added.

A-15b 5 Rials with red-orange overprint dated 1319. This
overprint differs from most others in that there in an
additional encircling eliptical line that enlarges the total
overprint.
A-16 5 Rials with purple overprint dated 1320.
A-17 5 Rials with slate-blue or purple overprint dated
1321.

B-15 10 Rials with slate-blue or purple overprint dated
1319
Identical to B-14 with overprint added.
B-16 10 Rials with blue overprint dated 1320.

C-15 20 Rials with purple overprint dated 1319.
Identical to C-14 with overprint added.
C-16 20 Rials with violet overprint dated 1320
C-17 20 Rials with slate-gray overprint dated 1321.
D-15a 50 Rials with green or red overprint dated 1319.
Identical to D-14 with overprint added.

D-15b obverse
View of Mt. Damavand and the Lar River to the left. 1317
date in center. Representation of Zoroastrain god
Ahuramazda in upper center below Bank Melli Iran in
Persian. All legends and serial numbers in Persian.
Counterfeiting penalty clause in dark box at lower center.

D-15b reverse
Ruins of the palace of Darius the Great at Persepolis.
Note the added circle around the rubberstamped release
mark "Put in circulation 1319". This overprint in red is
very scarce. All legends in Persian. There is no
counterfeiting penalty clause on the clause on the reverse
of 1317 dated notes.

D-15b 50 Rials with red overprint dated 1319.
This overprint is the sme as that found on the 5 Rials, A-
15b, differing from the others in that there is an
additional encircling eliptical line that enlarges the total
overprint.
D-16 50 Rials with red overprint dated 1320
D-17 50 Rials with red overprint dated 1321
E-15 100 Rials with brown or purple overprint dated 1319.
Identical to E-14 with the overprint added.
E-16100 Rials with slate-gray overprint dated 1320.

E-17 obverse
Date 1317 shown above a view of the Central Branch of
Bank Melli, Iran (National Bank of Iran). Numbers and
legends in Persian. Counterfeiting penalty clause still
shown on obverse only.



1315 L/F 1316 L/F 1316 L/F POP 1316 L/F SOP 1317 L/P 1317 P/P 1317 P/P SOP 
17/5/15 	 131913201321 	 13191320 1321

XS XS XX X 	 X
10 XS XS x X	 X
20 S X X X S x X 	 X
50 XS X S XX X 	 X

100 XS X X XS x X 	 X
500 XS x X 	 X

1,000 S X X S X	 X
5,000

10,000
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E-17 reverse
Steamboat and sailboat on the Caspian Sea.
Rubberstamp overprint in contrasting color reads "Put
in circulation 1321". All legends in Persian. The
counterfeiting penalty clause has been omitted on the
reverse of 1317 dated notes.

E-17 100 Rials with slate-gray overprint dated 1321.

G-15 obverse
Date 1317 shows above lower center legend which
translates from Panj Pahlavis to Five Pahlavis (gold
coins of Iran). Counterfeiting penalty clause in dark box
at lower center.

G-15 reverse
View of the tomb of Cyrus the Great at Pasagard.
Legends of Persian translate to the National Bank of Iran
at top and Five Pahlavis at bottom. The blue
rubberstamped overprint reading "Put in circulation
omitted from the reserve.

Paper Money

H-16 obverse
All legends in Persian. Dated 1317 in lower center above
the value give in Persian as Da Pahlavis or Ten Pahlavis.
Legend at top reads National Bank of Iran; center legend
states one thousand rials.
Counterfeiting penalty clause in dark box at lower center.

H-16 reverse
View of Mr. Damavand and the Lar River. The red
rubberstamped overprint on the green note reads "Put in
use 1320". Counterfeiting penalty clause omitted from
the reverse of all 1317 printed notes.

H-16 1000 Rials with red overprint date 1320.
Identical to H-14 with overprint added.

H-17 1000 Rials with red overprint dated 1321
Overprints dated 1319, 1320 and 1321 on the 1317 notes
may occur in colors other than those listed above, but at
the present time all the information on such notes has not
been recorded.
Note that the 1319 overprint series (15) might easily be
divided into two series, one with overprint approximating
the color of the notes and a second with the overprints in
contrasting colors.

7 	 8
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G-15 500 Rials with blue or red overprint dated 1319.
Identical to G-14 with overprint added.

G-16 500 Rials with orange-red overprint dated 1320.

G-17 500 Rials with red overprint dated 1321.

H-15 1000 Rials with 1319 overprint has not been
recorded. Continued on page 97
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25 Livres (Pick-59) handstamped "Billet Specimen Non
Remboursable" in blue, hole-cancelled, numbered
"00000000;" also another with the seal of the Ministry
of Finance, Republic of Syria. EF. £120 $100

Banque de Syrie et du Liban: 50 Livres (Pick-60) hand-
stamped "Billet Specimen Non Remboursable" in
blue, hole-cancelled and numbered "00000000;" anoth-
er with the seal of the Ministry of Finance, Republic of
Syria. EF. £160 $140

100 Livres (Pick-61) handstamped "Billet Specimen Non
Remboursable" in mauve, hole-cancelled, numbered
"00000000" near EF. £140 $115

5 Livres (Pick-62) handstamped "Billet Specimen Non
Remboursable" in blue, hole-cancelled and numbered
"000." EF. £55 $44

Institut D 'Emission de Syrie: 1, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100
Livres (Pick-73-78) overprinted "Specimen" in red,
hole-cancelled and numbered "234567." EF. £175 $150

TURKEY
Central Bank: 5 Pounds, 1 1 th June 1930, (as Pick-95)

but in violet, overprinted "Specimen" in red, hole-can-
celled and numbered "000000." EF. £30 $19

50 Pounds, 1 1 th June 1930, (as Pick-102) but with 3
signatures and in violet, overprinted "Specimen" in
red, hole-cancelled. EF. £50 $38

100 Pounds, 11th June 1930, (as Pick-108) but in brown,
overprinted "Specimen" in red, hole-cancelled and
numbered "00000." EF. £65 $54

500 Pounds, 11th June 1930, (Pick-112) overprinted
"Specimen" in red, hole-cancelled and numbered
"00000." EF. £130 $105

1000 Pounds, 11th June 1930, (Pick-113) overprinted
"Specimen" in red, hole-cancelled and numbered
"00000." EF. £95 $70

URUGUAY
Banco de la Republica: 50 Centesimos, 1, 5, 10, 100, 500

and 1000 Pesos, 14th August 1935, (Pick-27-33) all
overprinted "E specimen" in red, perforated "Sin
Valor" and hole-cancelled, numbered "000000," also
overprinted with number "24." EF. £475 $420

Banco Central del Uruguay: "Specimen" set of 6 in offi-
cial album, comprising 50, 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000 and
10,000 Pesos, 1971 (Pick-46-51) 50P. perforated
"Specimen" all with "Proof numbers" in lower margin
and numbered "00000000." Unc £225 $195

IRAN
Continued from page 86

Explanation: —

1316 — Date on face of note.
L/F — Latin numerals on face, French legend on back.
L/P — Latin numerals on face, Persian legend on back.
P/P — Persian numerals in face, Persian legend on back.
POP — Printed overprint on back (Darius and lion) dated
at bottom of overprint.
SOP — Rubber stamped overprint on back dated under
Darius and lion.
Second line of dates — Date of overprint.
X — Banknote known to exist XX — Two varieties of
overprint.
S — Specimen banknotes known to exist.

BASICS
Continued from page 80

the prefix letter is always the same as the district number
on Federal Reserve Notes, only the suffix letter changes
(Example: New York would be B3453672A, hence
BLOCK B-A, Philadelphia would be C3453672B, BLOCK
C-B, etc.).

Block collecting can be a very enjoyable experience
because there are so many different ways of forming a
collection. On Federal Reserve Notes, a collection could
consist of one note from each of the 12 different districts,
or notes from one district with every different suffix
letter in the block that could be found. Star notes are also
a very popular way to collect, with one trying to obtain a
different star-suffix combination for each block that was
issued. If a collector has the time and the patience, he can
try to find the different blocks that he needs with the last
two or three digits of the serial number exactly the same.
The possibilities are endless!

All questions will be answered honestly, accurately and
as expeditiously as possible. Personal replies will be
answered as long as a S.A.S.E. is enclosed. Please send all
correspondence to: Terry Vavra, Box 51, Riverside, CA
92502.

Note: Do NOT send actual specimens of currency. Send
only photocopies. We cannot be responsible for your
material.

BRUCE SMITH JOINS A —Z FIRM

A—Z Coins & Stamps, Inc. Fr. Wayne, Indiana has an-
nounced the addition to their staff of Bruce W. Smith, ac-
cording to owners Neil and Diana Sowards. Bruce and his
wife Ruth will represent A—Z Coins at coin shows and
will reorganize and expand their mail order business.

Originally from St. Louis, Missouri, Bruce attended the
University of Missouri-St. Louis prior to joining the edi-
torial staff of World Coin News, Iola, Wisconsin. In 1977,
he and Ruth began their own coin business, operating as
Point Coin & Stamp from Stevens Point, Wisconsin.
Bruce was recently appointed editor of The Check List, a
quarterly magazine on check collecting and banking
history. He is a member of ANA, ANS, International
Banknote Society, Society of Paper Money Collectors,
Numismatics International, Token and Medal Society,
Oriental Numismatic Society, Check Collectors Round
Table, China Stamp Society and many other local and na-
tional organizations. He is widely known for his research
and writings on his two favorite subjects — Chinese
numismatics and Missouri banking history. His wife
Ruth, who recently graduated from the University of
Wisconsin — Stevens Point with a teaching degree, will
assist in their coin operations.

Bruce may be reached at P.O. Box 7201, Ft. Wayne,
Indiana 46807 or care of A—Z Coins & Stamps,
Glenbrook Center, 4201 Coldwater Rd., Ft. Wayne IN
46805.
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